ABSTRACT Apps have concentrated sale platforms, in which there often exist some products similar to the new App to be developed. The main features of these products are given in their introductions, providing an important resource for developers to improve the quality of the requirements of their own App. In this paper, we propose an approach to gain and recommend requirements related information from App descriptions to help developers use the resource efficiently. First, we construct a model by mining domain knowledge from App descriptions with the method proposed in our previous work and use initial requirements to retrieve their related information from the model. Then, we analyze the information and recommend them from three aspects: static information of the existing Apps for identifying the priorities of requirements; functional features and non-functional properties of features for giving the detailed design of the Apps in requirements; and the combinations of features for enriching the requirements. To validate the proposed approach, we conducted experiments and a survey based on the data in Google Play. The results show that our approach can identify the existing products with initial requirements reasonably, and also indicate that the developers confirm the usefulness of the recommended information in practice.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile application (App) is a software system carried on mobile terminals and grows in popularity rapidly [1] , [2] . In recent years, the development of Apps have attracted extensive attention and the importance of requirements in this process is emphasized by much research [3] - [5] . However, it is difficult for developers to capture requirements from users directly when developing a new App, and they also could not spend much time at early stage of development process because the market requires them to release the App quickly [6] , [7] . Luckily, Apps have more concentrated sale platforms compared with traditional software, and there always are some existing products similar as the App to be developed [8] . This provides a unique situation for requirements engineering of Apps with reference assets, such as lists of features, users opinions and market information [9] , [10] . By mining and analyzing these assets, developers can understand the products of their competitors [11] , [12] , so that they could refer the advantages and avoid disadvantages of these products to give high quality requirements for developing a more competitive App. To achieve this goal, two main questions must be considered by developers:
1. How to identify the products sharing similar requirements with the new App? 2. How to use the information of existing products to improve the quality of requirements? As the introductions of products, App descriptions can be collected easily from App marketplaces and give an important data resource to solve the questions above. To attract users, the descriptions give the main features of Apps in a clear and systematical way, so we can understand the products from them easily without spending time downloading and using the products by ourselves [13] , [14] . Meanwhile, the Apps in the same category often share some similar functionalizes and can be taken as the products in one domain, which means we can use descriptions of these Apps as the resource to conduct domain analysis and gain useful information for completing the requirements of a new App. However, there may be hundreds of Apps in one domain, and their descriptions together make up a dataset that is too large to be analyzed manually. Thus, we have proposed an approach to automatically mine domain knowledge, including functional features, non-functional features and relationships among them, from App descriptions and summarize them to construct a Data-based Raw Domain Model (DRDM) in our previous work [15] . The experiments showed that DRDM can give information to help developers overall analyze the whole domain and generate creative ideas effectively. But as DRDM aims at providing completed knowledge in one domain, there are some limitations when using it gain information for analyzing concrete requirements: for question 1, there are many Apps in one category and the information of their features is still too much and extensive after being summarized, so it is difficult to identify the products with features that can satisfy the similar requirements as the new App by reading DRDM directly; for question 2, the relationships between features in DRDM and requirements of the new App are not clear, and developers must identify such relationships before using the information of these features to improve the requirements.
To illustrate the problem statement better, let us consider a scenario. Karl and his team want to develop a new App for social communication, they have had general ideas of the new App and proposed some requirements. Then, Karl needs to complete requirements for supporting the development of the App. In this process, he wants to know about the similar Apps in the market for improving the competitiveness, so he searches the Google Play and collects descriptions of 454 Apps in the category ''Social''. By mining these descriptions with our approach, Karl gains 8768 functional features and 4540 non-functional features in this domain and constructs a DRDM to record the results. In order to improve the quality of requirements of the new App, Karl further finds related information he needs from DRDM. For instance, when analyzing a requirement '' the App allows the users to send video'': firstly, Karl retrieves the DRDM to identify the existing products having the features ''Send video''; secondly, he finds that these products give the feature with different properties, such as sending video ''online and offline'', ''with high quality'', this helps him to design the feature of the new App in detail; thirdly, he also discovers that the products containing this feature always have some other features or combinations of features, such as ''Find film'', {''update photo'', ''download photo'', ''edit photo''}, so he needs to consider whether the new App should also have these features and combinations, and enriches the requirements if necessary. Although DRDM has given a well-organization of the knowledge, Karl still need to spend much time and efforts on these tasks because he needs to read the report of DRDM manually.
To help developers use the information in App descriptions efficiently, in this paper we propose an approach to gain useful information in DRDM : i) narrowing down the scope of information to be analyzed by retrieving DRDM with existing requirements of the new App automatically; and ii) recommending useful information according their roles in improving the quality of requirements. Indeed, we recommend information to reduce Karl's work in the previous scenario from three aspects:
• Priorities of requirements. We give statistic information of existing Apps that satisfy the requirements to help developers analyze the importance of the requirements.
• Design of new features. The requirements are often rough at first, we recommend related features and properties of features from existing products to help developers design the new App in detail.
• Enriching the requirements. Features and combinations of features appearing in related Apps frequently are given for completing the requirements. We thoroughly evaluate our approach with data of 574 Apps from 5 categories on Google Play. As a preliminary analysis, we quantified its ability for identifying existing products with one given requirement, finding that our approach had achieved good performance, the precision is 88.09% and the recall is 74.45% on average. Then, we evaluated the recommended information in the approach by conducting a survey on 24 developers, and further discussed with them to get suggestions. The results confirmed the actual usefulness of the information for improving the quality of the requirements in practice.
The paper is organized as follow. Section 2 presents the work related to our approach. Section 3 gives the methods for retrieving related information from DRDM with existing requirements; Section 4 presents the recommended information and the way to use them. Finally, the experiments and the conclusion are shown in Section 5 and 6 respectively.
II. RELATED WORK
Requirements of any existing software system can be used for the production of a new similar system [16] . In general, requirements related texts can be classified into three types: the first type is given by developers to support or record the software development process, such as requirements specifications; the second type is also given by developers but for introducing the software to their potential users, such as descriptions, brochures; the third type is given by users to feedback their opinions, such as reviews. Thus, we also divided the related work into three categories according to the types of texts analyzed in them, and give a discussion on each category in this section.
A. ANALYZING REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENTS FOR SPLE
Requirements documents contain complete information of software and are often expressed systematically, so they are often analyzed for requirements reusing and constructing Feature Models (FM) for Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE) [17] .
By analyzing tabular data files (a kind of requirements documents expressed formally), Acher et al. [18] identify common and variable features in FMs by using a dedicated language and a specific merging algorithm, and they further give a tool-supported approach to extract and manage the evolution of software variability [19] . From software requirements specifications (SRs), Mu et al. [20] extract functional requirements to reuse them in software product line by analyzing their linguistic characterization and giving converting rules. Similarly, Rahimi et al. [21] present a data mining approach for extracting and modeling quality concerns also from SRs to generate goal graphs. From domain documents, Bagheri et al. [22] propose a decision support platform to help analysts identify information, such as potential features and integrity constraints; and Lian et al. [23] propose MaRK to identify and retrieve requirements knowledge from the documents. In addition, Niu et al. [24] propose a systemsoriented approach to extract functional requirements profiles from natural language requirements documents for achieving systematic software reuse. Mefteh et al. [25] extract FM from functional requirements of product variants by using semantic information mined through natural language processing techniques. Also taking functional requirements as objects, Itzik et al. [26] use ontological and natural language semantic considerations to analyze the variability in them for facilitating decisions in SPLE adoption.
The approaches above can achieve fairly good results to gain requirements related information accurately. However, requirements documents are not easily accessible because they are often kept confidential, and the problem would be more obvious when developers come to a new domain. This limits the potential usefulness of these approaches in the requirements engineering of Apps.
B. EXTRACTING FEATURES FROM DESCRIPTIONS OF PRODUCTS ONLINE
Compared with requirements documents, the descriptions of products can be collected easily, but they are often incomplete because they must introduce the main information of the product to users in limited length. The research on descriptions mainly focuses on extracting features of products from them.
Hariri et al. [27] use data mining techniques to discover common features as well as relationships among them from online product listings for supporting domain analysis. From web repositories, Yu et al. [28] propose an approach to mine, organize and recommend features. By analyzing the brochures of vendors, Ferrari et al. [29] give an approach based on contrastive analysis to identify commonalities and variabilities. Additionally, descriptions can also be used as the resource for constructing FMs and Davril et al. [30] propose an approach to gain FMs from publicly available product descriptions.
Although the works above can help developers to gain information from descriptions of products online efficiently, they do not establish obvious relationships between the information and requirements, so how to use such information in requirements engineering is still unclear. Different from them, we retrieve information from App descriptions with a set of initial requirements of the new App. In this way, the recommended information by our approach is related to the requirements closely.
C. MINING REQUIREMENTS RELATED INFORMATION FROM USER REVIEWS
Reviews are the feedbacks of users to express their experiences and opinions, and they contain abundant requirements related information for improving the products.
Some research gains user preferences from reviews. For example, Fu et al. [31] propose a system WisCom for analyzing why users hate the product, and Khalid et al. [32] summarize the complaints of users by studying reviews of iOS Apps. While Gu et al. [5] propose a framework, SUR-Miner to discover the parts of Apps that loved by users, and Guzman et al. [33] identify the features mentioned in reviews and further extract user sentiments on them. Meanwhile, some research aims at gaining information that can be taken as requirements. For example, Iacob et al. [34] define 237 linguistic rules manually and design MARA to extract feature requests from reviews; Villarroel et al. [35] introduce CLAP to prioritize the clusters of reviews for supporting released planning of Apps; Bakara et al. [16] propose a semi-automated approach FENL to extract features for initiating the requirements reuse process.
In fact, mining user opinions from reviews is a hot research question and there are many works on it, we only give a small parts of them here and more introduction can be found in [36] . Although the importance of reviews is undoubted, it is difficult to get related reviews for a new App to be developed. So the usefulness of reviews is limited at the stage of requirements engineering.
In summary, App description is a kind of data that are not only easy to be collected but also contain valuable information for the requirements engineering. In this work, we take App descriptions as research objects, establishing the relationships between the information in App descriptions and requirements, and further recommending useful information for improving the quality of requirements. This makes our work different from existing research.
III. GAIN REQUIREMENTS RELATED INFORMATION FROM APP DESCRIPTIONS
When developing a new App, developers give its requirements preliminarily and identify its domain scope to collect the descriptions of Apps from App stores. Then, we mine the domain knowledge from the data of descriptions and construct DRDM by the method proposed in our previous work [15] . However, the information in DRDM is still too large to use, we further analyze it with the initial requirements of the new App to gain more related and valuable information, so that the subsequent information recommendation can be done within a smaller scope.
A. INTRODUCTION ON DRDM
A DRDM contains the domain knowledge mined from a set of App descriptions. To illustrate DRDM clearly, we introduce VOLUME 7, 2019 the process for constructing it briefly. Suppose that a set of App descriptions constitute the DataSet to be analyzed:
Firstly, the description of each App in DataSet is analyzed separately. We have defined a set of feature extraction rules based on syntax analysis of sentences, and used these rules to gain a set of features of the App from its description text. In this step, each feature is described by a concern C and specified as a 4-tuple C = (id, Des, type, Nums), where id is its unique identifier; Des is the phase extracted from the description text and it gives the content of the feature; type represents the category of the feature, including functional or non-functional initially, and is decided according the rules used when extracting the feature; Nums are the digital identifiers of the sentences that contain the feature, and it represents the position of the feature in the text of App description.
Secondly, we use short text topic modelling to summarize the features of all the Apps in DataSet to gain highlevel domain knowledge [37] , [38] . A set of topics is gained TSet = {t 1 , . . . , t n }, where each topic t i is described by a set of keywords. As the nouns are more useful for describing the knowledge abstractly, we only use them as the keywords of the topic while deleting verbs. Based on TSet, all the functional features are further divided into two types: the type of features related to the topics directly are defined as common; while the type of others are defined as special.
Finally, the features of different Apps are integrated to construct DRDM. As the Apps in DataSet come from one domain and share many similar features, we use hierarchical clustering method to group these similar features. In this way, a feature cluster describes a kind of App feature in this domain. Note that, as a feature is specified by a concern, a feature cluster is denoted by a Concern cluster (Cc) next.
During the above process, the relationships among feature clusters are also gained by analyzing the similarity between the features. The detailed introduction can be found in [15] .
The DRDM is finally specified by a 3-tuple (F,NF,R) and it classifies the knowledge into three types: functional features (F), non-functional features(NF) and relationships among features (R). As there are many formal descriptions in the DRDM and they may lead the introduction unclearly, we give an overview of them with shot explanations in Table 1 . Meanwhile, we also show a DRDM constructed from descriptions of 454 Apps in ''Social'' in Figure 1 , and use it as an example to illustrate each part of DRDM intuitively next.
F represents functional features, F = {TSet, Cc T set, Cc s set}, where
• TSet = {t 1 , . . . , t n } is the set of topics gained by LDA, each topic t i indicates the high-level domain knowledge from an aspect, and it is described by a set of keywords. For example, t 2 (Video) is one topic that represents the features related to video and one of its keyword is ''Chat'' as shown in Figure 1 ; 2 (SendVideo), in which ''Broadcast Video'' is a feature instance.
• Cc s set = {Cc s 1 , . . . , Cc s n }, where Cc s i is a cluster of similar features that not related to the topics in TSet directly, and it gives a kind of features that are extraordinary in the domain. Such as Cc s 2 (Findfilm) represents a feature given by some Apps but not common for all the products in this domain.
NF is the representation of non-functional domain knowledge. According to our feature extraction rules, the nonfunctional features are gained from modifiers or qualifiers of verbs and nouns in the sentences, and they describe the characters of functional features. For example, from the sentence ''you can broadcast video directly to your friends or community platforms'' in the original text of the description, we can gain the non-functional feature ''directly'', which gives one property of the feature ''Broadcast Video''. Since the non-functional features are diverse and they rely on concrete functional features, we only reserve them as the properties or constraints of functional features rather than clustering this kind of information to avoid misguiding developers.
R is the set of relationships between domain knowledge and it gives the information for integrating features. R contains two parts:
• One part are relationships between functional feature clusters, and each relationship is specified by R f−f (A, B) = (dgree, rel). A and B are two feature clusters, Cc t or Cc s , the rel is a set of relationships between the feature instances in the two clusters, and the degree has two values: if degree = 'High', it indicates that the relationship between A and B is strong; otherwise, degree = 'Low' indicates that such relationship is weak. As shown in Figure 1 , there exists relationships between the feature ''Send Video'' and other features such as ''Share tag'', ''Find film'' for the Apps in the domain ''Social''.
• Another part are relationships between functional feature clusters and non-functional features (as we do not cluster them). If there exists relationships between C and C, and C .type = functional, C.type = non − funcional, there is also relationship between feature clusters Cc that C ∈Cc and C, denoted by R n−f (Cc, C). For example, there is relationship between features ''Broadcast Video'' and ''directly'', so we also have relationships between feature cluster ''Send Video'' and ''directly''. Note that, in our approach, all the common features must be related to the topics in TSet, but the special feature clusters in Cc s set can exist independently.
B. RETRIEVING INFORMATION FROM DRDM WITH INITIAL REQUIREMENTS
Although we have given a method to quantify the value of the information in DRDM in previous work, initial requirements of the new App are not considered in the method, which means more related information may be set with low priorities and ignored. Thus, we need to retrieve DRDM with requirements to narrow down the scope of information in DRDM.
To simplify this process, we suppose that initial requirements are a set ReqSet = {r 1 , . . . , r n }, where each requirement r is described by a short text in natural language. The DRDM is analyzed based on ReqSet to identify related information.
As the information in DRDM takes App feature as basic unit, we also take the requirements as the text describing the features that need to be had by the new App, and extract features from them firstly for analyzing with DRDM. Much research shows that the words with particular POS (Part of Speech) give the main information of features [16] , [27] : the functional features are often expressed by nouns and verbs; while the non-functional features are always emphasized by adjectives and adverbs. In this paper, we only focus on functional requirements, so we gain functional features from the text of r by extracting verbs and nouns. This process can be done by analyzing the text manually or by tagging POS of words with automatic tools, such as NLTK. After analyzing all the requirements in ReqSet, a set of features of the new Apps is gained, denoted by FeatureSet = {f 1 , . . . , f n }, where each feature f is described by KeySet, a set of keywords with their POS. We use FeatureSet instead of requirements to retrieve related information from DRDM.
For ∀f ∈ FeatureSet, the analysis process of DRDM with it is based on the structure of DRDM, starting from identifying related keywords in topics and further finding related feature clusters.
Firstly, the topic set F.TSet in DRDM is analyzed with f .KeySet to identify the related topics and related words in these topics. In this step, only nouns in f .KeySet are used because the topics in F.TSet are presented by nouns. Each noun in f .KeySet is compared with the words in each topic. For each noun w ∈ f .KeySet and w ∈t ∧ t ∈ TSet, if similarity w, w > α, w is added to a word set RelatedWords f . In this paper, we calculate similarity w, w by the path similarity between words based on WordNet, the higher value indicates the similarity of the two words is higher; α is a pre-defined threshold to control the accuracy of this process. Secondly, after identifying the related words of topics, we use them as the index to retrieve related functional information in F based on the relationships between T and F.Cc T set and the relationships between feature clusters in Cc T set.Cc t i set and in F.Cc s set. In this step, two sets are established for f , Cc f set and Cc (in)f set. Cc f set is the set of feature clusters in which the features are described with the similar nouns as the words in f .KeySet, so it is related to f directly, that is Cc f set = {Cc In this way, the information related to the initial requirements ReqSet closely is gained and specified as two sets, f →<Cc f set, Cc (in)f set >, for each f . Moreover, the nonfunctional features in NF of DRDM related to requirements can also be extracted according to the relationships R n−f in R, that is if ∃R n−f (Cc, C), Cc ∈ Cc f set∪Cc (in)f set ∧ C ∈ NF, the non-functional feature C is related to f . As the information related to ReqSet together is the sub-part of DRDM, we denote them by DRDM req , and use it as the basis for the subsequent information recommendation.
IV. RECOMMENDING INFORMATION FROM DRDM Req
In this section, we give the method to recommend information from DRDM Req for improving the quality of requirements of the new App from three aspects as introduced in Section 1, and we also define a framework to present the information to improve its readability and usability so that it can be used efficiently.
A. THE PROCESS TO ANALYZE DRDM Req
In DRDM Req , we have established two sets for each feature f , f →<Cc f set, Cc (in)f set >, and the process to gain the recommended information mainly includes two steps: firstly, we identify features that are similar with f from Cc f set; and then mine relationships containing f based on these similar features.
1) IDENTIFY THE SIMILARITY BETWEEN FEATURES
Cc f set gives the feature clusters that are related to the f in the FeatureSet of initial requirements directly and it is gained by analyzing the nouns in f .KeySet with the keywords of the topics. , similarity(w, w ).
If Similarity (f , Cc) > β, Cc is similar with f and denoted by Cc f . Note that there usually only one Cc can satisfy this condition because similar features have already been clustered together when constructing DRDM. Then, we can get the set of Apps that can fully or partly satisfy the requirement that giving f in ReqSet, denoted by AppSet f = {App 1 , . . . , App n }: from each concern C ∈ Cc, we can gain the source App i of C with C.Nums and add App i in AppSet f .
2) MINING RELATIONSHIPS
Having the feature cluster Cc f similar to f , we further to mine relationships contain the features in Cc f for enriching the requirements containing f . In this step, there are two kinds of relationships: explicit relationships (denoted by ExRset) that can be gained from DRDM Req directly and the relationships are understandable easily; implicit relationships (denoted by ImRset), which needs to be mined from AppSet f and represents the relationships among features appearing together frequently in products belonging to AppSet f . We introduce the two kind of relationships separately next.
a: GAINING ExRset FROM DRDM Req
The explicit relationships also include two aspects. Firstly, although not all the clusters Cc in Cc f set it similar with f , the ones except Cc f are also related tof and can be used to expand the f because they share similar nouns. We define the relationships between them as a horizontal relationship (denoted by relation h (Cc, f )), and gain all such relationships to establish a set R H set. Secondly, the properties of features in Cc f can be used to design f , so we gain the relationships R n−f between non-functional features C in NF and features in Cc f as another part of ExRset and defined them as longitudinal relationships (denoted by relation l (C, f )) to establish a set R L set. In this way, we have ExRset = R H set ∪ R L set.
b: MINING ImRset FROM AppSet f
In AppSet f , each product can be seen as a set of features including f . This allows us to identify features that often appears with f in existing products, and they should be considered by the developers when developing the new App. We define the relationships between such features and f as implicit relationships. We divide the ImRset into two parts. One part (denoted by R f−f Set) are the relationships between f and another one feature (or feature cluster), it consists of all the relationships R f−f containing Cc f and can be gained from DRDM Req . The other part (denoted by R f−Comb Set) is the relationships between f and a combination of features, and such information cannot be gained from DRDM Req directly because we do not consider the combinations of features when constructing DRDM. Thus, we take the process of mining R f−Comb Set as a question to discover the frequent combinations of features contained AppSet f , and use the Apriori, a typical association relationships mining algorithm [39] , to solve this question. In this process, we transform AppSet f into a matrix by taking each App in it as a raw and all the feature clusters except Cc f in DRDM Req as columns, if a product has a feature in one cluster, the value of it in the column of this cluster is '1'. The reason we do not use the Cc f is that the cluster is contained by all the Apps in AppSet f . Then, the algorithm is executed, and the combinations of features (denoted byComb) that satisfy the following two conditions are gained:
• The combination must include more than one feature, that is|Comb| > 1;
• The frequency of the combination appears in products is higher than a given threshold ρ, that is However, some Combs gained in this way are the sub-set of the others, and we also delete them, if ∀f ∈ Comb ⇒ f ∈ Comb , Comb is deleted. After filtering Combs, we establish the relationship between each combination with f (denoted by relation c (Comb,f )) and gain the R f−Comb Set. So ImRset =R f−f Set∪R f−Comb Set.
B. THE RECOMMENDED INFORMATION
We design a framework to represent recommendation information so that it can be read by developers clearly. Figure 2 gives the recommending result gained from the DRDM shown in Figure 1 , and we use it as an example to introduce: 1) how to gain and prioritize the information in each part of the framework based on the process of analyzing DRDM Req (Section 4.1); and 2) how to use the information to improve the quality of requirements of the new App from three aspects (priority, design and enrichment).
1) PART A (ONE INITIAL REQUIREMENT)
Part A of our framework allows developers to input one initial requirement in ReqSet, and identifies the feature f (Such as ''Send video'') of the new App to gain its recommended information.
2) PART B (PRIORITIES OF REQUIREMENTS)
Part B gives statistic information of products for analyzing the importance of the f , it is helpful for identifying the priority of the requirement when developing the App. This part mainly includes three sub-parts.
Firstly, according to AppSet f , we give the number of existing Apps (|AppSet f |) and the percentage of them occupying the products in this domain. For example, there are 372 Apps in total 454 products having the feature ''Send photo'' in the category ''Social''. The information can be useful for identifying whether f is common for the products in the domain.
Secondly, we further give the information of rating and downloads of the products in AppSet f , including the highest, lowest and average value. Rating and Downloads are two widespread attributes given in almost every App marketplaces, and they can indicate the popularity of the Apps. Thus, the information is helpful for understanding the market situation of the products having f . As shown in Figure 2 , the Rating of the products are between 3.4 and 4.9, and the average value is 4.26, this means the feature ''Send video'' is important and liked by most users; meanwhile, the downloads are from ten thousand to seventy million, which indicates that the user base is huge, but the competition is also intense.
Thirdly, we give some examples of products (Such as ''Twitter'' and ''Instagram'') in AppSet f , so that developers can understand what kind of products would have the feature f intuitively. The products are shown in the order of Rating or Downloads according to developers demand, and developers can go to their home page to get detailed information by clicking the button before them.
3) PART C (DESIGN NEW FEATURES)
Part C recommends the information for designing the feature f from two angles.
On one hand, the information aims at expanding the feature f . We recommend feature clusters based on R H set. If ∃R(Cc, f ) ∈ R H set, Cc is a feature cluster sharing similar nouns with f , but having different verbs. It means Cc gives a function having similar objects as f , but giving different operations. So the requirement of f may be expanded with the information of Cc. As shown in part C 1 , the feature ''Send video'' and the recommended features ''Make Video'', ''Organize Video'' give different operations on the same object ''Video''. The developers should consider these recommended features when giving the requirements of the new App. Meanwhile, as Cc is a cluster, we allow developers to view detailed features in it and further go to their related Apps. For example, ''Organize video'' includes ''Tag video'', ''pack video'' and so on. This detailed information can make the cluster understandable easily.
On the other hand, another goal of this part is recommending information to extend the feature f with its related properties or constraints. Although features in Cc f express similar functionalities of Apps, they are different with each other when considering their properties. In our approach, the properties of functional features are described by its related non-functional features, and can be gained based on R L set. For each feature C in Cc f , if ∃R(C, C ) ∈ R L set, C is a non-functional feature related to f and shown in the Figure 2 . Also, the information of C can be get from C . This information can help developers design the feature f in detail and improve its competitiveness. For example, for the feature ''Send video'', the properties ''online and offline'', ''In kinds of format'' or ''with high quality'' given in Part C 2 show how does this feature attract users, and developers should also consider them when designing the feature in the new App to compete with existing Apps.
We sort the recommended information recommended in the two angles based on their quantified values calculated by the evaluation method given in our previous work [15] , so that developers can get key information quickly.
4) PART D (ENRICH THE REQUIREMENTS)
Part D recommends the information of features for enriching the requirements of the new App. The information consists of two sub-parts.
One sub-part recommends single feature based on R f−f Set in ImRset to enrich the requirements. If ∃R(Cc, Cc f ) ∈R f−f Set, the information of Cc is shown in Part D 1 . Such cluster gives a kind of feature, which is not related to f as obvious as the one recommended in Part C 1 but often appears with f frequently in existing Apps. This means these features may be reused for the new App. For example, we can see that the feature clusters ''Share tag'', ''Find film'' and ''Create hotspot'' have relationships with ''Send Video'' from Figure 1 , so they were shown in the D 1 of Figure 2 . Furthermore, the feature recommended clusters also sorted in the same way as the ones in Part C 1 and we also give their detailed information, so that they can be understood better for generating requirements.
Another sub-part recommends combinations of features based on R f−Comb Set in ImRset. For each relation c (Comb,f ) in R f−Comb Set, the information of Comb is shown in this part. These combinations appear with f frequently. Such as the combination of ''Update photo'', ''Download photo'' and ''edit photo'' shown in the part D 2 of Figure 2 , it means the App that can handle videos usually can also handle photos, and developers should consider whether the new App should have similar features and complete the requirements if there are not. In addition, as the recommended information in this sub-part do not have quantified values as the ones in other parts, we give a method to sort them. 2 parameters, which affect the value of one combination of features Comb, are given as follow:
• Frequency presents how many Apps in AppSet f having the Comb, the higher frequency means the combination is more widespread, and its value is higher because it is more likely to be contained in the requirements of the new App.
• Scale presents how many features in the Comb. When a Comb includes more features, it is harder to be given by developers directly, and more likely to generate creative requirements. Developers can choose one of the above parameters as the main value to sort the information in this sub-part according to their demands.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
As the proposed approach is based on DRDM, which had been well evaluated in our previous work [15] , we only need to further evaluate the effectiveness and usefulness of the information recommended by our approach. Experiments and a survey were conducted to answer the following two questions: • RQ1 (effectiveness): Whether the approach can identify the Apps satisfying one of requirements of a new App effectively;
• RQ2 (usefulness): whether the recommended information is useful for improving the quality of requirements.
A. DATASETS AND PARTICIPANTS
We had collected data from Google Play and created two datasets for our research questions separately as shown in table 2. Dataset_1 was a set of descriptions of 120 Apps from 4 categories (''Travel'', ''Education'', ''Sports'' and ''Photograph''). The reasons that we select these domains are: firstly, there are a consistent amount of products in them, so the dataset can cover kinds of practice situations better; secondly, the Apps in them are relatively understandable for common people, especially students, it is beneficial for us to establish the truth set in the experiments.
Dataset_2 was for the survey, and it consisted of data collected from 454 Apps in the category ''Social'', including their description texts, rating and downloads. The Dataset_2 was used in our previous work, so we have had the DRDM constructed from them. This provided the basis for using the proposed approach to gain recommended information in our survey.
The participants of our experiments and survey were doctors in the school and developers. The detailed information is given in Table 3: 1) 5 doctors, majoring in software engineering, especially requirements engineering, data mining. 3 of them had 1 to 5 years industrial experience in software development. They were responsible for establishing the truth set used in the experiments, as well as analyzing the results. 2) 24 developers with more than 5 years software development experiences. They were from 6 different companies, and we required them to evaluate the recommended information in the survey.
B. THE EXPERIMENT FOR RQ1
The key step in our approach is to identify existing Apps that satisfy a given requirement. Thus, we conduct experiments to evaluate the performance of the method used in this step.
The experimental design and results are presented in this sub-section.
1) THE DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS
An important problem in our experiments was that we could not gain initial requirements from App developers directly for many reasons, such as business secret. So we needed to give them by ourselves. However, giving requirements was a very subjective job and it affected the results of our experiment a lot. To make the experiments as justified as possible, we chose one popular App from each category to gain its requirements as the experimental objects. This helps to improve the reliability of the experiment for two reasons: on one hand, the features in App descriptions are concerned by their developers and they are possibly given in initial requirements; on the other hand, the descriptions are given by users, so the words used in them would be the same as the ones in requirements.
In the experiments, 5 doctors were required to construct a set of initial requirements for each category by analyzing the descriptions of the objected App as shown in Table 2 . For each App, the 5 doctors firstly extracted its features as well as the words describing them from the text of descriptions respectively; then, the features and words shared by all the doctors were selected, and a requirement was given for each feature by using its related words. The initial requirements gained in this way were rough and not complete, this conforms to the common situation in practice to some extent.
Based on the initial requirements, the 5 doctors further analyzed all the other 29 Apps except the objected one in each category to establish the truth set. From each requirement, one label was given to each App to present whether the App can satisfy the requirement. To reduce the labelling bias, each App was firstly analyzed by three doctors separately to assign its label and the consensus labels were selected in the VOLUME 7, 2019 first iteration. For the disagreements, the other two doctors relabelled them again, and 5 doctors had a discussion to give the final label.
In the experiments, we automatically constructed a DRDM from the descriptions of the 29 Apps for each category. Then, for each requirement, we took the DRDM as the basis to identify a set of Apps satisfying it by our approach. The results were compared with the standard labels in the truth set and three evaluation parameters were gained: TP, is the number of Apps which were identified can satisfy the requirement by both our approach and the truth set; FP is the number of instances which were identified by our approach that they can satisfy the requirement but actually cannot in the truth set; FN, the number of Apps which can satisfy the requirement in the truth set but were not identified by our approach. Then, we use F-measure to evaluate the performance of our method, it is defined as follow:
2) THE RESULTS FOR RQ1 Table 4 summarizes the results of the experiments for RQ1, and it can be seen that the performance of our method is relatively good: the precision is from 85.71% to 90.91%; the recall is from 66.67% to 80.77%; and the average F-Measure is 80.58% and its variation of all categories is stable (the lowest is 75.00% and the highest is 84.00%). The results show that our approach can identify Apps satisfying the given requirement effectively and it is suitable for different categories of Apps. Furthermore, it can be seen that the precision of our approach is obviously higher than the recall. We believe it is reasonable because our method is based on calculating the word similarity, and only if App descriptions share similar keywords as the requirement it can be identified satisfy the requirement. This can improve the precision but also limit the recall.
C. THE SURVEY FOR RQ2
Evaluating the usefulness of recommended information by our approach is a nontrivial task because it can be very subjective. Thus, we conducted a survey on developers for answering RQ2.
1) THE QUESTIONNAIRE IN THE SURVEY
The materials used in the survey were gained from 454 Apps in Dataset_2, and it included two parts: one part consisted 10 initial requirements gained from the description of ''Instagram''; the other part was a DRDM constructed by mining the descriptions of the other 453 Apps. Then, we constructed DRDM Req by retrieving information from DRDM with the initial requirements, and the recommended information was gained for each requirement from the DRDM Req by our approach. A questionnaire was designed to evaluate the recommended information. As shown in Figure 2 (Section 4.2), the recommended information included three parts which aimed at improving the quality of requirements from three different aspects, so the questionnaire also had three sections for evaluating them respectively.
The first section (S1) evaluates the recommended information shown in Part B of Figure 2 . Two questions were given: 1) whether the information is useful for overall understanding market situation of the Apps satisfying the requirement; 2) whether the information is useful for identifying the importance of the requirement and assigning its priority in the development process.
The second section (S2) evaluates the recommended information shown in Part C of Figure 2 by giving questions for its two sub-parts separately. For the information in Part C 1 , the questions were: 1.1) whether the recommended features are understandable and related to the given requirement; 1.2) whether these features are useful for expanding the requirement. For the information in Part C 2 , the questions were: 2.1) whether the non-functional features give the properties related to the feature given in the requirement; 2.2) whether these properties are useful for designing the feature of the new App in detail.
The features and the combination of features recommended in Part D of Figure 2 aimed at completing the requirements of the new Apps, but it was difficult to evaluate them because their relationships with the initial requirements were not as obvious as Part C. Thus, we did not ask the participants to evaluate whether the information was related to the initial requirements. However, we believed that the information in this part was important because it might help developers to propose new requirements. So we gave three questions in this section: 1) whether the features in Part D 1 can provide you with new angles to give requirements; 2) whether the combination of features in Part D 2 can inspire you to generate creative ideas; 3) whether the information in this part is useful for enriching the requirements of the new App.
We provided five options for each question (1 strongly disagree, 2 disagree, 3 neither, 4 agree and 5 strongly agree). Furthermore, a question ''Any other feedback?'' was given at the last of each section in the questionnaire, so that the participants could give any comments or ideas freely.
2) FEEDBACK OF THE SURVEY
In the survey, we firstly gave a detailed introduction on the task to the developers, and then sent the materials and questionnaire to them. The developers could respond the questionnaire according to their own schedule. Table 5 summarizes the results of the survey and Figure 3 shows the boxplots of the distributions of the responds of each question in the questionnaire.
With respect to the recommended information in Part B of our framework, most developers gave positive responds as shown the responds of S1 in Table 5 . In all 24 participants, 19 of them (79.17%) agreed that the static information of Apps is useful for overall understanding the market situation of the analyzed requirements, and 17 of them (70.83%) confirmed that such information can help them analyze the importance of the requirements. Only two participants (8.33%) held conservative opinions for the question 1), while only one (4.17%) held conservative opinions and one disagreed for question 2). Additionally, the boxplots indicate the answers to both questions in S1 have average scores much greater than 3 (4.125 and 3.875 separately), this indicates the developers agree the usefulness of the recommended information in identifying the priorities of the requirements.
The recommended information in Part C of our framework consists two parts. From the responds of the questions 1.1) and 1.2) in S2, we can see that all the participants agreed that the recommended features in Part C 1 are understandable and related to the requirements, and most of them (91.67%) agreed that the information could help them expand the requirements. Meanwhile, the responds of the questions 2.1) and 2.2) in S2 are relatively lower but most responds are still positive. Specifically, 17 of 24 (70.83%) developers thought the non-functional features provided in Part C 2 indeed give the properties of the functional features, and 16 of them believed that the information is useful for designing the features in the requirements, while only 3 participants (12.50%) gave negative responds. Thus, we believe that the developers accepted the usefulness of the recommended information in Part C.
With respect to the recommended information in Part D of our framework, 16 of 24 developers (66.67%) admit that the recommended features in Part D 1 give them new angles to give requirements, and 16 developers thought the combinations of features in Part D 2 inspire them to generate new ideas. Furthermore, in all 24 participants, 21 of them (87.50%) confirmed that the recommended information in this part is useful for enriching the requirements, and none of them gave negative responds. Thus, we believe the information is helpful for improving the completeness of the requirements of the new App.
However, we did not get ''other feedback'' from the questionnaires in the survey. So we had an open discussion with the developers to further understand their opinions. In particular, we asked them to estimate whether our work can help them save time instead of only manually analyzing the data of existing Apps. In general, they claimed that the work would be ''very useful'' and that they could save ''almost time compared to the manual task''. This represents exactly main goal of our approach, as one of the developers pointed out that:
'
'I will not need to read description of each App to gain the useful information related to requirements.''
On the other hand, the developers showed great interest in the recommended information, especially the properties of features and the combinations of features. The developers said that the approach provides them with ''the information that is not easy to be thought of but indeed reasonable''. Even though a developer usually have many ideas of the new App, the information of related features would reveal themselves to be very useful, as two developers said:
' Therefore, the developers highlighted the actual usefulness of our recommended information, this shows the potential of the proposed approach to be used in a real-world environment.
Summary: The developers confirm the usefulness of our approach in practice. In particular, not only do the developers think that our approach would be useful in analyzing the priorities of the requirements, but also in designing the features in detail and enriching the requirements of the new App.
D. THREATS TO THE VALIDITY OF EXPERIMENTS
Although we gained good results in the experiments and survey, there are threats to the validity of our study. We give a discussion on them from following three aspects.
External validity, which evaluates the generalizability of the approach. The data used in our experiments are all collected from Google Play, so it is unclear whether our work can achieve similar results when being applied to other App stores. However, the App descriptions in different marketplaces share similar characters and our approach do not limit the expression of descriptions, so we believe that it can also be suitable for analyzing data in different platforms. Another external threat to validity is that the initial requirements are not given by developers. However, the performance of the approach relies on the words using in requirements essentially, so we establish the set of requirements from an existing App for each category and use two limitations to alleviate this threat: only the features of the App in the description are used to generate requirements; and only the words appearing in the description are used to describe the main information of the requirements. The requirements gained in this way may have negative impact on our results because developers may give richer information in initial requirements and use more words to describe them in fact, so it does not bias the validity of our approach.
Construct validity, evaluating whether the construct that was intended to be measured was actually measured. In the evaluation effectiveness of the approach, we used the dataset of Apps from four different categories. Each App was analyzed with initial requirements manually for creating the truth set by three or five doctors who were unrelated to our study, and their only instructions were to judge whether the App can satisfy the given requirements. However, there were only 29 Apps for each category in the truth set. Luckily, the F-measures of our approach were fairly consistent across all four categories, so the results could be used to evaluate the performance of our approach.
Internal validity reflects the extent to which a study minimizes systematic error or bias, so that a causal conclusion can be drawn. As the new Apps in the survey were not developed by the participants actually, the developers might not have deep understanding on the Apps. To alleviate this threat, we adopted two actions. Firstly, we chose the category ''Social'' as the object used in the survey because the participants were more likely familiar with at least one of the products in it for responding the questionnaire. Secondly, we had introduced the objected App ''Instagram'' with the requirements generated from it to the participants, so that they could understand the requirements more easily. Due to the complexity of the survey, we could not conduct it with additional datasets in a short time. In the future, we wish to cooperate with the developers to support the development of their own Apps to further evaluate the usefulness of our approach.
VI. CONCLUSION
App descriptions are important for developers to understand the productions of their competitors, and the information in them can help developers improve the quality of requirements of a new App. In this paper, we propose an approach to use the data of App descriptions in the stage of requirements engineering efficiently. In our approach, the initial requirements are used to retrieve related information from the model constructed by mining the domain knowledge from App descriptions. Then, information are recommended from three aspects: static information of existing Apps for identifying the priorities of requirements; functional and nonfunctional features related to the requirements for designing the Apps in detail; and combinations of features for enriching the requirements. Our evaluate experiments show that the proposed approach can identify the existing Apps that satisfy a given requirement reasonably (with average F-Measure 80.58%), and the survey on developers confirms the usefulness of the information recommended by our approach in practice.
